
 

 
 
 
 

VICTORIOUS WEEKEND FOR VETTEL WITH PIRELLI IN TURKEY 
 

 
Istanbul, May 8th 2011 
 
After crashing on Friday and missing the entirety of the second free practice session, 
Sebastian Vettel took his third Grand Prix win of the year in style by using a four-stop 
strategy to convert his pole position in Turkey to victory. 
 
While Vettel led from start to finish, he was the only driver not to be involved in the lively 
overtaking battles that characterised the race, just as had been the case in China three 
weeks ago. His team mate, Mark Webber, passed Ferrari’s Fernando Alonso to claim 
second with less than 10 laps to go. At the end of the 309.396-kilometres race, the top 
three were covered by just 10.075 seconds. 
 
The top five finishers used a four-stop strategy for the first time this year. Jenson Button 
was obliged to concede two places in the closing stages of the race, finishing sixth for 
McLaren, after a three-stop strategy forced him to run on PZero Silver (hard compound) 
tyres that were seven laps older than those of his team mate. However, Virgin’s Jerome 
d’Ambrosio drove a two-stop strategy, while Sauber driver Kamui Kobayashi used a 
three-stop strategy to help propel him from last on the grid (after a technical problem in 
qualifying) to a point-scoring 10th place finish.  
 
The abrasive surface, relatively warm temperatures of 18 degrees centigrade ambient 
and 30 degrees track, as well as the exceptionally demanding turn Eight at Istanbul 
made it one of the most severe tracks in terms of tyre wear that Pirelli will run on all year. 
Despite these extreme circumstances, the tyres stood up well to the challenge.  
 
Both the Red Bulls completed just one run early in Q3 to save the maximum number of 
option tyres for the race; a tactic also adopted by Mercedes driver Nico Rosberg, who 
started from third place on the grid. 
 
Pirelli’s Motorsport Director Paul Hembery said: “We obviously develop tyres that have to 
suit 20 different circuits this year, and the demands of Turn Eight in particular mean that 
Istanbul Park is definitely at the upper limit of what we are working with in terms of tyre 
wear. So we’re pleased that the tyres stood up to the challenge so well, giving the teams 
plenty of scope to utilise different strategies. We actually thought that Vettel could have 
won the race with three stops, but the comparatively short pit lane layout here in Istanbul 
meant that the performance advantage of an extra stop outweighed the 20 seconds or 
so spent in the pit lane. With the pace he had, Vettel could afford an extra stop, and that 
was clearly the decision taken by plenty of other teams as well.”  
 



Earlier today, Pirelli announced the nominations for the races in Montreal, Valencia and 
Great Britain. In Canada the PZero Yellow (soft) and PZero Red (supersoft) tyre will be 
used. In Europe (Valencia) the PZero White (medium) tyre makes its debut, alongside 
the PZero Red (supersoft), while Britain will use the PZero Silver (hard) and the PZero 
Yellow (soft). 

 
 
PIT STOP SUMMARY – 2011 TURKISH GRAND PRIX  
 
Vettel:  Su  Su (11) Su (25) Hn (40) Hn (47) 4 
Webber: Su Su (10) Sn (21) Hn (35) Hn (45) 4 
Alonso: Su Su (10) Su (23) Hn (36) Hu (46) 4 
Hamilton: Su Su (9)  Su (20) Hn (34) Hn (46) 4 
Rosberg: Su Hn (10) Hn (22) Su (33) Sn (44) 4 
Button:  Su Su (13) Su (26) Hn (39)   3 
Heidfeld: Su Hn (10) Hn (22) Hu (36) Su (46) 4 
Petrov:  Su Hn (8)  Hn (19) Hu (34) Su (45) 4 
Buemi:  Su Su (9)  Su (23) Hn (40)   3 
Kobayashi: Hn Sn (13) Sn (23) Sn (38)   3 
Massa:  Su Su (9)  Su (23) Hn (34) Hn (46) 4 
Schumacher: Su Su (2)  Sn (14) Hn (30) Su (45) 4 
Sutil:  Su Sn (10) Hn (25) Su (40)   3 
Perez:  Su Hn (1)  Sn (16) Su (32) Hn (42) 4 
Barrichello: Su Sn (10) Su (24) Hn (40)   3 
Alguersuari: Hn Sn (13) Su (29) Su (39) Hn (55) 4 
Maldonaldo: Su Su (11) Su (25) Hn (41) DT* (45) 4 
Trulli:  Sn Sn (13) Su (25) Hn (39)   3 
Kovalainen: Sn Su (15) Hn (31) Hn (53)   3 
D’Ambrosio: Sn Su (16) Hn (33)     2 
Karthikeyan: Sn Su (14) Hn (27) Su (45)   3 
Liuzzi:  Sn Su (15) Hn (16) Su (35) Hn (37) 4 
Di Resta: Su Sn (11) Hn (24) Su (32) Hn (44) 4 
Glock:  Hn         0 
 
 
The first column denotes the tyres the driver started the race on.  
 
S = Soft compound 
H = Hard compound 
n = New compound 
u = Used compound 
 
* Drive through 
 
The last column gives the total amount of pit stops.  
 
 

*** 
 

 
Follow us on Twitter @ Pirelli_Media or Facebook on www.facebook.com/Pirelli  
 
 

http://www.facebook.com/Pirelli


For further information please contact: 
 
Alexandra Schieren            +33 607 03 69 03 alexandra.schieren@pirelli.com  

Anthony Peacock               +44 7765 896 930 anthony@mediatica.co.uk  

*** 

Francescopaolo Tarallo     +39 334 684 4307 francescopaolo.tarallo@pirelli.com 
(Head of Product and Motorsport Communications) 
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